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EAGLES FOOTBALL GRIDIRON NEWS

  

Eagles geared to tame the

  

McAllen Bulldogs

  

UIL Region IV 6A Bi-District Round

  

By: Conrado Perez, Jr. – Eagle Pass Sports Central

  

“Your best and only source for local sports news in Eagle Pass”

  

  

 The 2017 District 29-6A co-champion Eagle Pass Eagles varsity football team under the
leadership of head football coach Tom Gonzalez will venture into the post season for the first
time since 2013 when they entertain the McAllen Bulldogs in the UIL Region IV Class 6A
bi-district round with a 7:30PM gridiron encounter at the Eagle Pass ISD Student Activity Center
Cozel Foster-Veterans Memorial Stadium.  The visiting McAllen Bulldogs will enter this playoff
round contest sporting an overall season record of 4-6 while the home standing Eagle Pass
Eagles will come in sporting and overall season record of 8-2.      

  

  

McAllen Bulldogs Starting Offense:
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QB #9 Aaron Nixon: Strong Arm and very mobile QB. He reads well and throws Fly, Fade &
Corner.  Verbally committed to the University of Texas as a baseball pitcher.

  

  

RB #22 Rogelio Gutierrez: Runs hard and has great vision. We must tackle low and gang
tackle.

  

  

WR/RB #3 Gunnar Henderson: Most dangerous player on the field with superior speed.
Explosive!!! Must stop him!!!  Committed to the University of Louisville.

  

  

WR #82 Dylan Martinez: Good hands & routes. Very good possession WR and runs Reverse.

  

  

WR #8 Kristian Soliz: Tall & lanky WR. Favorite routes Fly, Fade and Stop. Great Red Zone
Target !!!
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FB #44 Diego Montemayor: Big strong blocker. Blast, Power and Zone Away. FB Seam off
Motion.

  

  

LT #51 Zachary Mejia: Big and strong, blocks down and keeps moving his feet. Stays on his
blocks.

  

  

LG #76 Edgar Gaona: Big and strong, blocks down is probably his strength. Keep hands off
you.

  

  

C #65 Ricardo Salinas: Very good lineman, mover his feet well. Blocks away and stays on
blocks.

  

  

RG #77 Teylor Doud: Soph. Big and strong lineman, will block down and push you back.  Must
stay low.
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 Defensively the Bulldogs will feature a 4-3 scheme with a very athletic, strong and very quick
defensive line.  The Bulldogs will substitute their defensive tackles frequently with Luis Olandez
#93 (5’ 10”, 210 lbs.) and Eddie Ramon #61 (5’ 11”, 215 Lbs) starting in their regular package
but when the go to their heavy package scheme Gerardo Lopez #66 (5’ 9”, 255 lbs.) and Moses
Mendez #99 (5’ 11”. 305 lbs.) will enter the game.  The starting defensive ends Tony Rodriguez
#34 and Jesus Munoz #60 are very quick and disciplined players.  The Bulldogs also feature a
trio of solid linebackers who are the strength of their defense with the likes of Jordan Lopez #62,
Trace Gagne #52 and Ethan Moya #2.  The Bulldogs secondary will be patrolled by Nathan
Godinez #10 and Chismere Mallard #32 at the corners with Tripp Potter #21 and Zachary
Garcia #18 at safeties.

  

  

 The home standing Eagle Pass Eagles will counter with their explosive high powered offense
that is equally as dangerous through the airway as it is through the ground showcasing their
stellar running back Dee Andre Torres one of the premier running backs in the entire Region IV
who has rushed for nearly 1200 yards and tallied 16 rushing touchdowns thus far.  Joining him
in the backfield is stellar starting quarterback Richie Luna who has passed for nearly 1600 yards
and has tossed a total of 12 touchdown passes.  The Eagles feature a quartet of very quick and
sure handed wide receiving corps that can score from anywhere out on the field with the likes of
multi-talented Jose Riojas, Norby Zavala and their twin towers Rey Mendoza and Albert
Guevara.  The Eagles offensive front line of Jose Laguna, Alex Martinez, Jorge Guardado, Ray
Galindo and Tito Villarreal will need to dominate in the trenches.

  

  

 On the other side of the ball Eagles hard hitting “Land Sharks” defensive unit that is
extremely tough against the run with their overall strength and quickness and never back down
from any challenges will feature the likes of Sebastian Hernandez, Mario Torres, Manny
Rodriguez, Moi Rocha, Armando Monsivais Roger Ulloa, David Kypuros, Haran Rodriguez,
Kristian Barcena, Raul Lechler, Ryan Chisum, and Josh Monsivais will be armed and ready for
the task of stopping the Bulldogs offense.
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Eagle Pass Sports Central wishes the mighty Eagle Pass Eagles the very best of luck against
the McAllen Bulldogs and invites the Loyal Legion of Eagles faithful as well as the entire
community of Eagle Pass, Texas to come out to the stadium on Friday Night and support the
mighty Eagles in their quest for the UIL Region IV bi-district title. GO
EAGLES! 
BEAT THE BULLDOGS!
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